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ABSTRACT

This research effort isolates a spatial frequency range of surface errors

of approximately two orders of magnitude neglected in standard optical

component specification and testing. The frequency range is bounded on the

low end by the Zernike Polynomial representation of the surface error function

and on the high end by root mean square surface roughness characterization.

These mid-range spatial frequencies are analyzed using a geometric optics

approach which predicts an out-of-focus intensity pattern containing

information directly related to the curvature errors present in the surface of

the optical compnent. The geometrical predictions provide the basis for a

proposed experimental technique for examining the mid-range spatial frequency

errors present in an optical oomponent. The anticipated results and

observable errors using this technique are presented for an example component

and a discussion of extending this technique to other components is included.
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ABSTRACT

This research effort isolates a spatial frequency range of

surface errors of approximately two orders of magnitude neglected

in standard optical component specification and testing. The frequency

range is bounded on the low end by the Zernike Polynomial representa-

tion of the surface error function and on the high end by root mean

square surface roughness characterization. These mid-range spatial

frequencies are analyzed using a geometric optics approach which

predicts an out-of-focus intensity pattern containing information

directly related to the curvature errors present in the surface of

the optical component. The geometrical predictions provide the basis

for a proposed experimental technique for examining the mid-range

spatial frequency errors present in an optical component. The antici-

pated results and observable errors using this technique are presented

for an example component and a discussion of extending this technique

to other components is included.
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CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

The evolution of optical component specification methods has led

to the design, manufacture, and testing of optical components which must

meet certain figure requirements, surface roughness limitations, and in

some instances a less critical set of cosmetic specifications. Most

common optical systems perform quite adequately when their components

meet these design criteria.

The figure requirements for the optical component can be speci-

fied as an ideal surface figure equation and the allowed tolerances for

deviation from that ideal figure. These tolerances are allocated during

the design stage by establishing the desired image quality or other

required system output, then evaluating the terms of the wavefront

aberration function which would significantly impact that desired

system output in order to set the acceptable upper bound for the

coefficient of each term. The wavefront aberrations can be described in

terms of the classical aberration functions; or alternatively, in the

case of a circular pupil component, it is often convenient to use the

Zernike polynomial expansion of the wavefront aberration function. For

high quality optics applications, the Zernike coefficient tolerances may

be specified to as many as 36 terms, which is a common limitation for the

number of terms evaluated by interferogram analysis programs such as

FRINGE (Loomis 1Q76, pp. 1 and 19). Using this method, the optical

1
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CHAPTER 3

A GEOMETRIC APPROACH TO EVALUATING
MID-RANGE SPATIAL FREQUE.NCIES

A geometrical examination of a perfect paraboloid will serve as

the starting point for dealing with the mid-range spatial frequency

errors in an optical element. The arrangement will be a uniform plane

wave perpendicular to the optic axis illuminating a parabolic mirror as

shown in Figure 2 (Beckers and Williams 1979).

For the perfect parabola, an incident ray entering the system

will strike the mirror at a height x from the optic axis; cross the optic

axis at the focal point A; and intersect the out-of-focus observation

plane at point B, a height E from the optic axis. The equation governing

the location of point B can be found using similar triangles as
D

- x D (3-1)

where D is the distance from the focal plane to the out-of-focus observa-

tion plane and F is the focal length of the optical component.

If the surface of the optical element is now allowed to have

slight imperfections, it will deviate from a perfect parabolic surface

with a linear deviation

AS- f(x) (3-2)

where f(x) is the surface error as a function of the radial distance x.

The slope error of the optical surface is simply given by the derivative

14
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research for this paper and substantiated by Church, Howells and

Vorburger (1981) who approached the problem only from an rms surface

roughness standpoint. Direct extension of surface figure measurement

and testing techniques seems to be of limited value in trying to bridge

this gap. The extensive data sampling and analysis requirements needed

to add additional polynomial terms to the low spatial frequency repre-

sentation of the surface figure would be very burdensome, and as can be

extrapolated from Table II the spatial frequency range does not expand

very rapidly with additional terms. Mechanical surface roughness

measurements are difficult to extend very far into the mid-range spatial

frequency band because of the complications of trying to make precision

measurements over longer pathlengths. These problems include thermal

and electronic drift in the instruments, rejection of the desired sag

for nonplanar components, the additional dynamic range required for

nonplanar surfaces, the use of contact measurements over a long path-

length with the added potential for damage, and an increased requirement

for environmental isolation during testing. Finally, scattering measure-

ments are of limited value in bridging this gap since the low amplitude,

mid-range spatial frequencies scatter light over very small angles which

cannot be easily separated from the specular region. It is this slightly

scattered light which may provide the basis for probing these mid-range

spatial frequency errors.

. .. .. _._ .-. . . - .- .- ... .. .- - ... .. . . ... ..-. : :%. . 7*.:.. .... .
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d - (2-5)
sinOs

and an illuminating wavelength of 0.63 micrometers, the optical surface

spatial wavelengths spanned by such a measurement would be from 12 micro-

meters to 0.64 micrometers. Using a longer optical wavelength of

10.6 micrometers extends this range to spatial wavelengths from

200 micrometers to 10.6 micrometers. Using the widest possible spread

of spatial wavelengths from the above methods and an optical element

with a half meter diameter, the range covered by rms surface roughness

measurements is from 0.6 micrometers to 500 micrometers or in frequency

terms from 8.3 x 105 cycles per diameter to 1000 cycles per diameter.

The 1000 cycles per diameter figure will be adopted as an upper bound

to the mid-range spatial frequencies, even though this would vary with

the rms surface roughness measuring technique and the actual diameter

of the component under test.

The preceding paragraphs point to some potential problems that

can be encountered when specifying and purchasing an optical element

using standard specification techniques and draws a very rough boundary

around the bandwidth that has been called the mid-range spatial fre-

quencies in this paper. The cutoffs are somewhat arbitrary, but the

region from 5 to 1000 cycles per diameter needs to be better represented

in optical specification and testing of very high quality optical com-

ponents. This represents a bandwidth of better than two orders of

magnitude in the spatial frequency scale that is commonly disregarded.

There is a general lack of information in the literature related

to these mid-range spatial frequencies, as borne out by the preliminary
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The characteristics of the high spatial frequency rms surface

roughness must now be examined to arrive at an upper bound on the mid-

range spatial frequency region. A number of methods are used to make

surface roughness measurements; a few representative methods will be

discussed to give a general indication of the spatial frequency bands

included in an rms surface roughness measurement. It can be very mis-

leading to rely on an rms surface roughness measurement without first

knowing the range of frequencies included. Mechanical measurement of

the surface contour with a finely pointed stylus is one common measuring

technique. The inherent bandwidth limitations of this method involve

the lateral resolution limits of the equipment from both electronic and

mechanical filtering at the high frequency end and the linear scan

length at the low frequency end. A recent article describes one such

system with a horizontal resolution of 2 micrometers and a total linear

scan length of 1500 micrometers (Bennett and Dancy 1981, p. 1786). This

instrument will detect spatial wavelengths on the optical surface from

2 micrometers to 500 micrometers since there is a minimum factor of

three reduction from the physical scan length to the detectable spatial

wavelengths due to the sampling rates (Church, Howells and Vorburger

1981, p. 7). The second common method for determining rms surface rough-

ness is the total integrated scatter (TIS) technique which measures the

scattered intensity of normally incident light from near specular to

near 90 degrees. The collecting optics require a range somewhat smaller

than the full 90 degree sweep. A range from 3 to 85 degrees will be

taken as a typical arrangement (Church, Howells and Vorburger 1981,

p. 3). Using the normal incidence grating equation
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Table II. Bessel Function Zeros

Spatial frequency
Zernike Corresponding Bessel First zero of at first zero
index n function index Bessel function(x) fxJ in cycles

(2i) diameter

0 1 3.8 1.2

1 2 5.1 1.6

2 3 6.4 2.0

3 4 7.6 2.4

4 5 8.8 2.8

5 6 9.9 3.2

6 7 11.1 3.5

7 8 12.2 3.9

8 9 13.4 4.3

9 10 14.5 4.6

10 11 15.6 5.0

11 12 16.7 5.3
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0
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Figure 1. First Four Zernike Spatial Frequency
Functions (Equation 2-3).
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order n+l where n is the Zernike polynomial index (see Table I). Kintner

and Sillitto (1976, p. 610) plotted the result for the first several

functions

J +(2rrr)

f (r) - 2-r n-2ir (2-3)n 27rr

and this graph is shown in Figure 1. As shown by the graph of these

functions, there is no true cutoff frequency for a given Zernike term;

however, choosing the first zero crossing of the Bessel function related

to each term can serve as a representative limit beyond which the spatial

frequencies are at least poorly represented in the Zernike polynomial

expansion through that term. The Bessel function is represented by an

infinite series

k In+2k
J (x) = Z (-[) I(2-4)

k=O k!r(n+k+i)

(Selby 1972, p. 518). A program for the TI Programmable 58C/59

Calculator was written to evaluate this function and has been included

as Appendix A. The first zero for each Bessel function through the

twelfth order was calculated using this program and is displayed in

Table II. Examining the data in this table shows that the spatial fre-

quencies well represented by even the first 36 terms of the Zernike

polynomial span the very limited range from approximately zero to

five cycles per diameter using the first zero criteria. Since there is

no true cutoff frequency, five cycles per diameter will be selected as

the representative upper bound for the low spatial frequency description

of an optical component.
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Table I. Zernike Polynomials

n ImI Polynomial Term

0 0 0 1

1 1 1 p cos*
2 1 1 p sin*
3 2 0 2p2 - 1

4 2 2 P2 cos2

5 2 2 P2 sin2O

6 3 1 (3p2 - 2)p coso
7 3 1 (3p2 - 2)p sino
8 4 0 6p4 - 6p2 + 1

9 3 p3 cos3o
10 3 p3 sin3*
11 4 2 (402 - 3)p2 cos20
12 4 2 (402 - 3)p2 sin2o
13 5 1 (10p 4 - 12p 2 + 3)0 cosO
14 5 1 (10p 4 - 1202 + 3)0 sin@
15 6 0 20P 6 - 30p4 +12p 2 - 1

16 4 4 p4 cos4o
17 4 4 p4 sin4o
18 5 3 (5p2 - 4)p3 cos3o
19 5 3 (5p2 - 4)p3 sin3o
20 6 2 (15p 4 - 20p 2 + 6)p2 cos2o
21 6 2 (15p4 - 20p2 + 6)p2 cos2o
22 7 1 (35p6 - 60p4 + 30p 2 - 4)p coso
23 7 1 (35p6 - 60p4 + 30p2 - 4)p sin@
24 8 0 70p8 - 140p6 + 90p4 - 20p 2 + 1

25 5 5 p5 cos50
26 5 5 p5 sin5o
27 6 4 (6p2 - 5)p4 cos4
28 6 4 (6p2 - 5)p4 sin4o
29 7 3 (21p 4 - 30p 2 + 10)p 3 cos3o
30 7 3 (21p 4 - 3002 + 10)p 3 sin32
31 8 2 (5606 - 105p 4 + 60P2 - 10)p 2 cos20
32 8 2 (56P6 - 105p 4 + 6002 - 10)p 2 sin2O
33 9 1 (12608 - 28006 + 210p4 - 6002 + 5)P cosO
34 9 1 (12608- 28006 + 210p 4 - 60p 2 + 5)P sinO
35 10 0 252P 10 - 63008 + 560p6 - 210p4 + 30p2 - 1

36 6 0 924012 - 2772p0 + 315008 - 168006 + 420p 4

- 42p 2 + 1
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where n and m are integers; nz0, ImIsn; and 2 is an integer (Born and

Wolf 1965, p. 464; Kintner and Sillitto 1976, p. 608). The series of

functions RM(p) describe the radial variation across the pupil. These

are then combined with the angular functions as indicated to complete

the description of the pupil function. Equation 2-1 can also be

represented in terms of the real angular functions. The first 36 terms

of this polynomial as used by the FRINGE interferogram reduction program

are listed in Table I along with their polynomial indexes n and m

(Loomis 1976, p. 37). The FRINGE program selected the Zernike polynomial

representation based on its orthogonal properties and is capable of

reducing an interferogram's fringe pattern to its representative Zernike

coefficient for up to the first 36 terms employing a Gram-Schmidt least

squares procedure (Loomis 1976, p. 1). The limitation of 36 terms is

somewhat arbitrary but is a fairly common choice for the useful number

0..

of polynomial terms due to the noise present in the fringe pattern and

the additional computations required to extend beyond 36 terms.

The reason for selecting the Zernike representation for the low

spatial frequency description in this case is that the Fourier transform

will help illuminate the spatial frequencies represented by such a

description. Kintner and Sillitto (1976, p. 610) show that the trans-

form of each term of the Zernike polynomial is

F{/ p,)}H (,8 -2 -Z n Jn+l(2r i I

2Fr e , (2-2)

where J (x) represents the Bessel function.
n

Examination of equation 2-2 indicates the radial spatial fre-

quency range of each Zernike term is governed by the Bessel function of

S.

Io

-I-, -.. .". .. .. . .. .... - ... .. ,- ..... . -. ". .. . . " '. ' . ... ,' ..... '
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degraded propagation qualities. Another cause for concern when over-

looking the effects of these mid-range spatial frequency errors is the

introduction of new optical manufacturing techniques which can inherently

create significant errors within this region. Standard specification and

testing procedures would then prove inadequate to avoid and/or detect the

presence of those errors. Numerically controlled generation of optical

surfaces, such as single point diamond turning, will produce periodic

surface errors over a wide range of spatial frequencies. Many of these

errors are not readily removed even during subsequent polishing which is

intended to remove the apparent tooling marks. Localized and numerically

controlled polishing operations are additional recently introduced manu-

facturing techniques which could be plagued by mid-range spatial fre-

quency effects. These are just a few examples where this overlooked

region of optical specification and testing could result in adverse and

surprising impacts on overall system performance.

The next requirement is to better define this mid-range spatial

frequency range, which must be accomplished by first examining the

spatial frequency rangos covered by conventional optical specification

and testing methods.

*The low spatial frequency range can be discussed in terms of

the Zernike polynomial expansion of the pupil function of an optical

element. Born and Wolf show that the pupil function over a unit circle

can be characterized by the complete and orthogonal set of Zernike

polynomial functions

v'(P) - O(P) e ;(2-1)

n n. ~~u N



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND AND DEFINITION OF MID-RANGE
SPATIAL FREQUENCIES

The impetus for this investigation came from an internal

memorandum from the Multiple Mirror Telescope Observatory (Beckers and

Williams 1979) regarding the observance of inexplicable ringlike inten-

sity variations in out-of-focus images obtained from the multiple mirror

telescope (MMT). Edge diffraction within the optical train was experi-

mentally ruled out as the source of this modulation, leading to the

speculation that the phenomenon could be attributed to zonal variations

in the primary mirror system of the MI4T. Modeling the primary using

the mid-range spatial frequency hypothesis and geometric analysis as

presented in Chapter 3 led to a very plausible explanation for the

source of these intensity variations in the out-of-focus images..

This memorandum pointed toward a broader examination of areas

where these mid-range spatial frequency errors may need to be considered

in the design, specification, manufacture, and testing of various optical

components. Such errors could manifest themselves as loss of signal in

weak signal applications, as false structure or image degradation in high

,o resolution astronomical telescopes or other high resolution imaging sys-

tems, as parasitics in high power laser resonators, or as stray or lost

energy within high power beams. The resultant energy redistribution

within high energy systems could cause destructive power loadings and

* 4
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bearing on the actual performance. This specification is commonly

referred to as scratch-dig and i~entifies the acceptable number and size

of defects observable to the human eye. Applications where these defects

can be detrimental to system performance, rather than simply an aes-

thetic quality factor, do occur when a component is located near a focal

plane or in a high power system where localized defects could lead to

destructive levels of absorption or scattering. This specification is

difficult to characterize in terms of the spatial frequency spectrum

due to the localized nature of the defects and in high quality appli-

cations scratches and digs are usually unacceptable. Therefore, this

specification will not be discussed further.

The requirements of most optical systems are met quite satis-

factorily using just the above, well-established, design criteria. On

the other hand, these specification criteria leave a significant range

of spatial frequencies underrepresented or completely overlooked in the

commonly accepted methods of specifying and testing optical components.

These overlooked spatial frequencies can still cause undesirable effects

in optical systems requiring very high quality. It is this spatial

frequency range which will form the basis for this analysis and will be

referred to as the mid-range spatial frequencies. This analysis may

-lead the way to bridging a significant region of this gap in optical

component specification and testing.
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component can be manufactured and then checked interferometrically to

verify compliance with the specified figure requirements. However, as

will be shown in Chapter 2, figure requirements specified through even

the first 36 terms of the Zernike polynomial primarily deal with spatial

frequencies from about zero to five cycles per diameter of the optical

component.

On the opposite end of the spatial frequency scale from the

figure requirements lies the surface roughness description of the optical

component. The primary impact of surface roughness on the performance

of an optical system is in the form of scattering. An optical component

could conceivably meet surface figure specifications while still pro-

ducing a very poor quality image or excessive signal losses due to sur-

face roughness. To avoid this situation, an acceptable root mean square

(rms) surface roughness tolerance is commonly specified which will

prescribe the specular versus diffuse properties of the optical surface.

Several methods have been developed for testing and analyzing surface

roughness, including direct surface contour measurement with a mechani-

cal stylus probe and various light scattering and reflection techniques.

These measurement techniques have inherent spatial frequency limitations

which will be discussed in further detail in Chapter 2. In general, the

spatial wavelengths covered by the rms surface roughness description are

from about 0.6 micrometers to 500 micrometers, which for a half meter

diameter component represents a spatial frequency range from 8.3 x 10
5

cycles per diameter to 1000 cycles per diameter.

The third specification type mentioned was the cosmetic appear-

*ance of an optical component, which under most applications has little

4-e 'J -
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of the surface error function

At - d f(x) (33)
dx

The incoming object ray will experience an angular deviation from its

geometric path for a perfect parabola of twice the surface slope error or
6(x) = 2 d f(x) (34)

dx

The intersection of this deviated ray with the out-of-focus observation

plane will then become

M x-2 + 6(x) cosF+D (3-5).

If the angle a-6 is held to a very small angle where cos(a-6) = 1 (which

would restrict the use of the following equation for small F number

systems to the paraxial region and requires that the surface slope

errors are not too extreme), then equation 3-5 can be approximated as

F' x + 6(x)(F+D) (3-6).

Requiring that the slope error be small in magnitude is consistent with

the fact that only very high quality optics are being considered when

mid-range spatial frequencies are being considered.

If the illuminating plane wave has a uniform intensity I , the0

intensity pattern in the out-of-focus observation plane would have a

geometrically predicted structure of

dx
= d -- (3-7)0 dg'

S+ d 6(x) (F+D (3-8)

L + dx D-)
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Using a binomial expansion of the term in square brackets and the fact

that 6(x) was assumed to be a small and well bounded function, equa-

tion 3-9 can be rewritten as

(F5) d ~6 (x) (F+D) F + d (x) (F+D) F2 ..
= ' I ' - d dx D L dx . ...

(3-10)

or

F). r d (x) (F+D)F]J L - dx D L (3-11).

Defining the nominal intensity level as

(3-12)

and using the results of equation 3-4, equation 3-11 can now be written

as

- O - 2 d2 fx) (F+D)F] (3-13).0x1 (3-1D)I

This equation then predicts the intensity modulation in the out-of-focus

observation plane to be proportional to the second derivative of the

surface error function of equation 3-2, which represents the curvature

error of the optical surface. This is conceptually pleasing since a

curvature error in the optical surface would be expected to lead to

regional focal length changes and therefore intensity fluctuations.

For example, a region of greater curvature than desired would have a

shorter focal length causing a brighter region on the short side of

nominal focus and a less intense region on the opposite side of focus.

Equation 3-13 also predicts this contrast reversal that would be

expected on opposite sides of focus. The intensity modulation is also

shown to vary inversely with the distance the observation plane is from
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the focal plane. With this in mind, it is reasonable to choose an

observation plane where F >> D so that equation 3-13 can be rewritten as

d2 4(x) F2 (3-14).

While the preceding paragraph indicates that D must be much less

than F to maximize the intensity modulation, several problems arise when

the observation plane is located too close to the focal plane. The

first problem is that when D becomes too small the approximation made in

proceeding from equation 3-10 to equation 3-11 is violated. The point

where this restriction is violated is dependent upon the magnitude of

the surface curvature error, as well as the focal length of the optical

component. A second practical problem is that, even relying on geometric

analysis near the focal region, one would find the resultant intensity

pattern too small to properly observe and analyze. One final point is

that, near the focal plane, geometric analysis of an arrangement such as

depicted in Figure 2 is inadequate and the region would be dominated by

diffraction effects which are beyond the scope of this paper. This

final restriction will be assumed to require that the observation plane

be outside the depth of focus or

D >> X (F-number) 2  (3-15).

To further describe what would be expected from an optical

surface, the surface error function can be represented as a Fourier

series with angular frequency

2w
L . 2 (3-16)

where L is the spatial wavelength of the surface error. The surface
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error function is then represented by

f(x) n A cosw x + B sinw x (3-17)
n In n n

which has its second derivative

LA n n cosw x - B n wn2 sinX n x (3-18).

The contribution of each term of the Fourier series to the intensity

pattern as described by equation 3-14 is then

= - 2A w 2 (Jcosw x - 2B w 2 (]sinwnx

(3-19).

The effect is therefore weighted by the square of the spatial fre-

quency and linearly with the amplitude of the error.

One final conceptual barrier must be crossed before the geometric

theory presented could be applied. As previously mentioned, diffraction

effects would predominate at least in the focal region. They are still

present even outside this region and must be dealt with in some fashion.

Since an analytic description of the diffraction effects is beyond the

scope of this paper, the diffraction effects will be treated concep-

tually. The diffraction pattern from the surface will be treated as if

it were superimposed over the geometrically predicted intensity pattern.

Malacara (1978, pp. 356-359) describes the diffraction intensity distri-

bution on either side of the focal plane and presents a diagram of the

intensity pattern. This intensity pattern is symmetric about the focal

plane and may be the key to overcoming diffraction effects in any

analysis undertaken using the geometric theory presented. Since the

geometrically predicted pattern undergoes a contrast reversal upon

%%
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passing through the focal plane, a set of two intensity patterns

obtained from observation planes located on opposite sides but at

equal distances from the focal plane would allow the removal of the

overlying diffraction pattern.

The intensity pattern derivation presented in this chapter

is based upon and borrows extensively from a similar derivation

outlined in the MMT memorandum authored by J.M. Beckers and

J.T. Williams mentioned at the beginning of Chapter 2 (Beckers and

Williams 1979). The purpose of that memorandum was to present a

possible explanation for a phenomenon observed while viewing with

the M 4T. The intent of this paper is to expand this phenomenon

description into a proposed technique for evaluating optical compo-

nents in hopes of bridging at least part of the spatial frequency

gap that currently exists in optical testing.



CHAPTER 4

ANALYSIS OF MID-RANGE SPATIAL FREQUENCIES USING
THE OUT-OF-FOCUS INTENSITY DISTRIBUTION

The preceding chapter developed an analytical tool which must

now be evaluated for its potential to fill in the mid-range spatial

frequency gap in optical testing. The basic procedure would be to

illuminate the component being tested with a uniform intensity plane

wave, bring the component's output to focus, and then examine the

intensity distribution in an out-of-focus observation plane either

inside or outside the focal plane. This intensity distribution would

be spectrally analyzed to provide the information required to evaluate

the spatial frequency errors present in the optical component. This

chapter will discuss some of the aspects of actually performing this

type of test and show the results anticipated.

The first consideration in performing an actual test is to

select an illumination source. The required output of the source is

a uniform intensity plane wave. A collimated laser source as commonly

employed in optical testing is probably inappropriate for this arrange-

ment. The monochromatic, coherent nature of the laser source would

lead to a speckle pattern in the observation plane, making analysis of

the intensity pattern difficult and possibly misleading. Therefore, a

near point source of white light placed at the focus of a high quality

parabola would be the primary choice for producing the desired plane

21
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wave. The absolute source intensity does not present a significant

problem, even when considering such a small primary source, since it is

the modulation of the resultant intensity pattern in the out-of-focus

observation plane which provides the necessary information. A white

light source, rather than a filtered source, was selected by con-

sidering the available intensity and the prospect of washing out some

of the undesirable diffraction effects that would cause intensity

variations of their own in the observation plane. These diffraction

effects would still be present using a white light source, but they

are wavelength dependent; whereas, the predicted geometric slope

errors caused by the surface errors of the component would be wave-

length independent. The final source plane wave intensity profile must

be scanned for uniformity beforc any additional testing.

This discussion will now be restricted to focusing reflective

elements. Nonfocusing elements would require auxillary optics and

refractive elements lead to additional wavelength considerations. The

axis of the optical element which will be tested should be aligned

perpendicular to the illuminating plane wavefront so that it then brings

the wavefront to a sharp focus. Testing of nonparabolic surfaces

introduces inherent intensity distributions which must be accounted for

prior to analyzing the out-of-focus intensity pattern for the mid-range

spatial frequencies present.

Now that the optical component is focusing the incident plane

wave, actually employing the equations developed in Chapter 3 is

dependent on knowing the exact focal length and accurately positioning

the out-of-focus observation plane relative to the focal plane. The

.- ""-"........... -."" "- ... V..
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paraxial focal plane can be identified very accurately using a simple

knife edge test. The focal length can then be measured to this focal

plane with great precision using a distance measuring interferometer.

The observation planes both insdie and outside of this focal plane

can then be selected and positioned to this same level of precision.

This positioning becomes even more critical if an attempt is made to

compare the intensity profiles from inside and outside of focus to

confirm the expected contrast reversal or if trying to remove the

diffraction effects as discussed previously.

Once the out-of-focus observation plane has been selected and

located, the next task is to record the intensity profiles found in

those planes. At least three possible methods exist for performing

this task, each with its own advantages and disadvantages. The first

method would be to photograph the intensity pattern for subsequent

development and then analysis with a microdensitometer. The second

method would be to scan the intensity profile with a fiber optic probe.

The final method that will be discussed would be to use a charge coupled

device (CCD) array for recording the intensity profiles.

Photographing the out-of-focus intensity pattern provides a

visual permanent record that is an appropriate medium for verifying the

existence of the mid-range spatial frequency effects. Such photographs

do exist for the MMT showing a very marked radial structure to the

intensity profile (Beckers and Williams 1979), but the reproductions are

of very poor quality and the data are incomplete for actually performing

an analysis. However, the existence of this phenomenon in the HMT was

not only the impetus for this investigation as earlier indicated, it
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lends credence to using such an intensity pattern to evaluate the surface

errors. Photographing the intensity patterns can go beyond simple veri-

fication. The film selected must have a film grain size small enough to

avoid spatially integrating the intensity pattern details representing

the mid-range spatial frequency errors to be analyzed, as well as

possessing a dynamic range capable of recording the anticipated

intensity modulations. Once the pattern has been recorded and the

film is developed, a microdensitometer can be used to provide the

radial intensity profiles for spectral analysis to determine their

spatial frequency content. Combinations of film characteristics and

microdensitometer capabilities are available that can record spatial

wavelengths as small as 20 micrometers (Kodak 1973; Joyce Instrumentation

1963), as measured in the plane of the photograph. This method has

several significant advantages in addition to the permanent visual

record. The data are recorded for the entire observation region over a

very short period of time, minimizing environmental isolation and drift

problems. The microdensitometer tracings can be performed away from the

laboratory test environment and the automation of the microdensitometer

makes it easy to compile several radial scans for statistical comparison.

The primary drawback to photographic recording is the presence of a

large central obscuration in the test setup or the requirement to use

the optical component off axis to avoid such an obscuration. The

selection of the preferable alternative depends on the nature of the

component under test. One used with a central obscuration can be tested

with a similar obscuration, while a component used off axis should be

tested as such. Additional problems encountered in the use of

. . . ..< e . . .. . . . .- - . - - . . . . . . . o . . .- ... - - -. , ' ' ' '- .'
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photographic recording are the variable sensitivity of the film to

different optical wavelengths, the rapid modulation transfer function

dropoff with increasing spatial frequency, and the film's limited

ability to record the lower level intensity modulations.

The second potential method for recording the out-of-focus

intensity profile is to use a very small diameter fiber optic probe

scanned across the radius of the pattern. This intensity profile must

then be recorded for later spectral analysis. Optical fibers are

available for use as such a probe with core diameters smaller than

10 micrometers (Levitt 1982) which could provide information on spatial

wavelengths in the observation plane to as small as 20 micrometers.

This is on the same order as the photographic capabilities, but the

use of a fiber optic probe eliminates the need to test off axis and

minimizes any obscuration of the component under test. There are some

significant drawbacks to the use of a fiber optic probe. The primary

difficulty is the requirement to design and construct a radial scan

mechanism that would keep the probe in a single plane perpendicular to

the optic axis with minimal vibration. This method also substantially

increases the time needed for data accumulation in the test setup making

environmental isolation more critical. Advantages of this method in

addition to the removal of a major central obscuration include the

availability of detectors with fairly linear response to a wide range of

optical wavelengths, direct data readout of the radial scans allowing

signal processing, and control over the scan rate permitting adjustments

to various signal intensities.
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The final option that should be evaluated is the use of a linear

CCD array to provide an immediate readout of a radial scan of the inten-

sity profile. This method is intermediate between the other two in

terms of obscuration or off axis requirements during testing. Linear

CCD arrays, such as the Reticon G series, are readily available with

detector spacings of 25 micrometers center to center and a fairly linear

response over the visible wavelength region, allowing evaluation of

spatial wavelengths in the observation plane as small as 50 micrometers

(Reticon 1976). CCD arrays have also been made with resolutions of

33 lines per millimeter (Howes and Morgan 1979, p. 250) which would

provide information on spatial wavelengths to 30 micrometers. Use of a

CCD array would allow very rapid data accumulation and readout, making

it comparable in speed to the photographic method, except that repeated

radial scans would require repositioning of the array and retesting of

the element. The CCD array has the advantage over the fiber optic

probe in that it does not require scanning across the radius to

accumulate data, while still providing the variable integration time

feature. CCD arrays also provide a sizable dynamic range.

Selection between these three methods would depend upon

availability, cost, and experimental verification of the technique.

Photographic recording would be the most appropriate choice to provide

the experimental verification that this testing technique for evaluating

mid-range spatial frequencies is viable. The photograph allows the

experimenter more flexibility in selecting the radial profiles to

analyze and provides more direct feedback over the entire observation

plane. This could prove very beneficial when trying to observe and

* ' % *. . - - - . . . . . . , , . . . . . . . - - - .
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analyze other effects that may be complicating or overriding the

predicted intensity modulation. After validation of the basic method,

the CCD array would probably prove to be the best method for component

evaluation by virtue of its speed and data output capabilities. The

advantages that could make the fiber optic probe most useful under

certain testing requirements would be that it could have the highest

resolution if one of the thinnest optical fibers manufactured is

compatible with this application and the fact that it creates the

least obscuration.

While each of these recording methods has its own advantages

and disadvantages, the3& all suffer from a common set of testing

problems. Vibration isolation would be very crucial, and the longer

the test and integration times the more stringent the requirements

would be. Background illumination would have to be suppressed as much

as possible in all three methods to preclude reducing the modulation

intensity. The analysis presented in Chapter 3 dealt only with radial

spatial frequencies. For components with angular errors, there would

also be an angular intensity modulation, requiring more detailed

analysis or many radial scans at various locations to provide adequate

statistics. Diffraction effects have already been mentioned at the

end of Chapter 3 along with a possible method of dealing with them.

The diffraction effects are symmetric about the focal plane, while the

mid-range spatial frequency intensity modulations have been predicted

to reverse contrast on either side of focus. The effects actually

observed in the case of the MMT did show this contrast reversal (Beckers

and Williams 1979, p. 3). One final problem associated with this testing
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procedure would be attempting to correlate the magnitude of the intensity

modulation measured in the observation plane to the amplitude of the

corresponding surface error in the component being tested. This problem

arises from the approximations made in developing the predicted intensity

pattern, the nonlinearities during detection and analysis of the inten-

sity pattern, and the various noise sources that have been mentioned.

To demonstrate the validity of pursuing this testing method for

examining the mid-range spatial frequency errors of an optical component,

an example component will be evaluated to show the anticipated results.

The example component will be a half meter diameter, f/5 parabolic

primary mirror intended for high resolution imagery. This mirror would

have a 2.5-meter focal length and will be examined at out-of-focus

observation planes both 5 percent and 10 percent of the focal length

from the focal plane. Equation 3-19 provides the predicted radial

profile of the intensity pattern. Assuming symmetry about the optic

axis to examine the intensity modulation expected to be observable,

equation 3-19 can be reduced to only the even function modulation terms

where

1 - - 2A w 2 rF)coswx] (4-1)

where w is defined by equation 3-16. The modulation of the intensity

pattern expressed as a percentage of the average intensity can then be

expressed as

M (100) 2A_ coswxnX (4-2).

If the detection method selected can record a modulation of a given
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percentage, then the minimum amplitude of the error observable at a

spatial frequency w is

A 2= (D (0.01) M 2  (4-3),
n

where in this example component D is either 5 or 10 percent of the

focal length, F; and L is varied to span the mid-range spatial

frequencies. Table III lists the minimum amplitude, A n , of the

errors on the optical surface of the half meter parabola that would

be observable as an intensity modulation in an observation plane

10 percent of the focal length from the focal plane. Detectable

modulation levels of 50, 25, 10, and 5 percent have been included

in the table. Table IV presents the same set of data for the half

meter parabola except the out-of-focus observation plane is located

only 5 percent of the focal length from the focal plane.

The data in Table III have been presented graphically on a

log-log scale in Figure 3 and Table IV has been presented in the same

manner in Figure 4. Also shown in Figures 3 and 4 are the limits of

the mid-range spatial frequency region as defined in Chapter 2 for a

half meter diameter component. Spatial frequencies greater than

1000 cycles per diameter can be evaluated using an rms surface roughness

measurement of the optical component, and spatial frequencies at least

to 5 cycles per diameter can be evaluated interferometrically and

represented by the Zernike polynomial coefficients. The two lines at

the top of the graph represent surface errors with amplitudes of a

quarter wave and an eighth wave of 600 nanometer wavelength light.
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Table III. Amplitude of Minimum Observable Surface Error

at 10% Out-of-focus (0.5 m, f/5 parabola)

Surface A (nm) for detectable modulations
Spatial frequency wavelength n

(cycles/diameter) (mm) 50% 25% 10% 5%

5 100.0 2530.0 1270.0 507.0 253.0

10 50.0 633.0 317.0 127.0 63.3

15 33.3 281.0 141.0 56.3 28.1

20 25.0 158.0 79.2 31.7 15.8

25 20.0 101.0 50.7 20.3 10.1

50 10.0 25.3 12.7 5.07 2.53

75 6.67 11.3 5.63 2.25 1.13

100 5.00 6.33 3.17 1.27 0.633

150 3.33 2.81 1.41 0.563 0.281

200 2.50 1.58 0.792 0.317 0.158

250 2.00 1.01 0.507 0.203 0.101

500 1.00 0.253 0.127 0.051 0.025

750 0.667 0.113 0.056 0.023 0.011

1000 0.500 0.063 0.032 0.013 0.006

1500 0.333 0.028 0.014 0.006 0.003

2000 0.250 0.016 0.008 0.003 0.002

2500 0.200 0.010 0.005 0.002 0.001
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Table IV. Amplitude of Minimum Observable Surface Error

at 5% Out-of-focus (0.5 m, f/5 parabola)

Surface A (nm) for detectable modulations
Spatial frequency wavelength n
(cycles/diameter) (mm) 50% 25% 10% 5%

5 100.0 1270.0 633.0 253.0 127.0

10 50.0 317.0 158.0 63.3 31.7

15 33.3 141.0 70.4 28.1 14.1

20 25.0 79.2 39.6 15.8 7.92

25 20.0 50.7 25.3 10.1 5.07

50 10.0 12.7 6.33 2.53 1.27

75 6.67 5.63 2.81 1.13 0.563

100 5.00 3.17 1.58 0.633 0.317

150 3.33 1.41 0.704 0.281 0.141

200 2.50 0.792 0.396 0.158 0.079

250 2.00 0.507 0.253 0.101 0.051

500 1.00 0.127 0.063 0.025 0.013

750 0.667 0.056 0.028 0.011 0.006

1000 0.500 0.032 0.016 0.006 0.003

1500 0.333 0.014 0.007 0.003 0.001

2000 0.250 0.008 0.004 0.002 0.001

2500 0.200 0.005 0.003 0.001 0.001

I.
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Figure 3. Detectable Amplitudes at 10% Out-of-Focus.
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Figure 4. Detectable Amplitudes at 5% Out-of-Focus.
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Errors of that amplitude in the optical surface should be fairly

obvious using interferometry.

The actual intensity modulations that would be present in the

observation plane could be less than those predicted by equation 4-2

by as much as 25 percent. This is a result of approximations made in

arriving at equation 3-14, especially the termination of the binomial

series. In spite of these approximations, the data presented in

Tables III and IV and Figures 3 and 4 indicate a large range of spatial

frequencies and surface error amplitudes that may be detectable using

the out-of-focus intensity profile. All three recording techniques

discussed earlier in this chapter (the film, fiber optic probe, and

CCD array) are capable of recording spatial frequency information

beyond the 1000 cycles per diameter boundary of the mid-range spatial

frequencies for the 10 percent out-of-focus observation plane. In the

S percent out-of-focus case, the only method that does not quite cover

the entire range is the CCD array. These conclusions are based on the

fact that the surface error spatial frequencies expressed in cycles

per diameter are represented by the same frequencies in the out-of-

focus observation plane intensity profile since all radial quantities

scale geometrically between the optical surface and the observation

plane.

Extending this testing technique beyond this one very specific

example component requires an examination of the components optical and

testing parameters affecting the observable amplitude. The detectable error

amplitudes at a given spatial frequency are essentially independent of

the average intensity level to within the dynamic range of the detector
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used. The detectable amplitudes are directly proportional to the

detectable modulation; inversely proportional to the component diameter

if all other variables are held constant; inversely proportional to

F-number holding everything else constant; and finally, out-of-focus

distance, D, as a percent of focal length is also directly proportional

to the detectable amplitudes. However, the out-of-focus parameter is

limited in available range as discussed in Chapter 3.

Some final notes on the data presented for the example component

must be made. The columns and curves presented assume a constant

detectable modulation. The actual detectors in use would generally

have detectable modulation rolloffs at higher spatial frequencies. In

addition, as the observation region becomes smaller and smaller, the

resolution limits of the various detectors will begin to close down

from the upper end of the spatial frequency spectrum. One compensating

feature in optical component testing is that as the component becomes

smaller, the spatial frequency range covered by rms surface roughness

characterization also moves toward the lower spatial frequencies.



CHAPTER 5

CONCLUSION

There is presently a gap in optical testing that leaves

approximately two orders of magnitude in the spatial frequency range,

expressed in units of cycles per diameter, untouched by currently

employed specification and testing methods. To the low side of this

mid-range spatial frequency gap lies the surface figure description

of the component. On the high spatial frequency end of the gap is

the rms surface roughness description. As the frontiers of modern

optical technology advance, this spatial frequency gap could become

a very prominent stumbling block unless methods are developed to

specify and test for these errors on an optical surface.

This research effort has isolated the spatial frequency range

that needs to be better represented by evaluating the contributions

covered by currently available testing procedures. A geometrical

analysis of an optical component was then undertaken which provided

a satisfactory explanation for a phenomenon observed in a high resolu-

tion astronnmical telescope. The predictions resulting from this

geometric analysis were expanded to form the basis for a proposed

optical testing technique. This proposed testing procedure uses a

uniform plane wave source to illuminate the component being tested so

that the focused light from the component can be analyzed in an out-of-

focus observation plane located in the vicinity of the focal plane.

36
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The intensity profile in this observation plane would provide the

information needed to analyze the mid-range spatial frequency errors

on the surface of the optical component. The predicted results of

this type of testing hold great promise for filling a large segment

of this mid-range spatial frequency gap. The predicted results

section discusses the difficulty of directly correlating the intensity

pattern to the amplitude of the optical surface. This presents a

slight fault for the testing technique, but just knowing the spatial

frequencies present and a general indication of their amplitudes could

be very helpful in tracing and correcting the source of the error.

Limitations on both time and equipment availability have

precluded the culmination of this research effort in an actual valida-

tion of the proposed test method. The various experimental factors

involved in performing such a validation test have been discussed and

the anticipated results are encouraging enough to warrant proceeding

to the validation stage as soon as practical. An appropriate choice

for a validation piece would be a diamond turned parabola with a known

groove structure from the fabrication process. Another strong indicator

of the possible utility of this testing method is the observation that

the MrT displays the very effects predicted by the geometrical analysis.

This research is hopefully just the first step in launching a new

optical testing technique that will shed some light on the mid-range

spatial frequency errors previously hidden from observation and

evaluation.
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APPENDIX A

BESSEL FUNCTION PROGRAM
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